2022 Retailer Receipt Scorecard

GRADE KEY

A
Offers digital only receipts. Paper BPA/BPS Free

B
Paper BPA/BPS Free. May offer digital but always prints paper

C
Offers digital option. Paper not BPA/BPS Free

D
No digital option. Paper not BPA/BPS Free

CVS
Target
Ben & Jerry's
Apple

Whole Foods
Lidl
Costco
TJ Maxx
Trader Joe's

Chipotle
Kmart
Aldi
Aldo
Banana Republic

Gap
In & Out Burger
Lowe's
Macy's
Starbucks

Walgreen's
Nordstrom
Petco
Walmart
Taco Bell

7-Eleven
Burger King
Claire's
Family Store
McDonald's

Panda Express
Rite Aid
Safeway
Wendy's
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